


Flexible + Smart + Af fordable
Warehouse Automation

The best enterprise-scale “self-serve”
WMS platform in the world
Enterprises, with sophisticated warehouse 
operations, can easily configure, deploy and 
support the WMS by themselves, thus 
enjoying an excellent ROI and an unbeatable 
low multi-year TCO.

The WMS platform of choice for integrators
Integrators are empowered to perform fast 
and smooth WMS implementations and 
painless on-going support thus drastically 
increasing their overall profitability.

Established in 1996
International WMS/logistics sostware
and solutions vendor with European origins.

8 Mantis Offices
U.S.A., Canada, Israel, Greece, Poland,
Romania, Turkey and Cyprus.

Extensive Partner Network
Qualified local partners and integrators
in 30+ countries.

Tightly integrated with Mantis’ state-of-the-art WMS platform 
using proprietary technology that significantly enhance 
automations’ overall performance while at the same time 
minimizes the costs due to the elimination of the relevant 3rd 
party control sostware.

Smart Glasses

Pick-to-Light
Put-Wall

Voice Picking

Pick-to-Cart

Vision + Voice +
RFID Solution (VVR)

The only real-life
Vision Picking solution

that revolutionizes
Pick-to-Cart, Put-Wall
and Multi-Modal Voice

Picking



e-Commerce
meets WMS

the evolution of WMS
for multi-channel
e-Commerce

www.mantis.group

Food + Beverages
Fast Moving Consumer Goods
Pharmaceuticals + Medical
Grocery + Supermarket Chains
Books + Of f ice Supplies

Spare Parts + Accessories
Appliances + Electronics
Construction Materials
Electro-Technicals + Cables
Fashion             Tobacco

Third Party Logistics (3PL)
Wholesale Distribution
Retail
Manufacturing

the WMS of choice
for top 3PL

fast + easy onboarding
of new clients
powerful + flexible
billing + cost management
enterprise scalability
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500 + Customers in 30 + Countries run



Do you want to know..

To get answers, simply contact us:
www.mantis.group  |  info@mantis.email

Vision + Voice + RFID Solution (VVR)
The only real-life Vision Picking solution that revolutionizes

Pick-to-Cart, Put-Wall and Multi-Modal Voice Picking

The Evolution of Business Intelligence
in the Warehouse of the future

How to Maximize your
Space Efficiency and Productivity

with Slotting Optimization
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